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WADWORTH | WILTSHIRE

HOPHURST | MANCHESTER

HENRY’S IPA 3.6%

FLAXEN 3.7%

Clean and refreshing light malt notes
combined with the classic strong hop
flavour, and finishes with a crisp bitterness.

A refreshing English Pale Ale. The use
of East Kent Golding hops give a fresh,
earthy hoppy aroma with hints of honey.

£63.99 | SESSION

£74.99 | EPA

PRICE FIGHTER

NEW TO DAYLA

NZ Pale ale
alc 3.8% vol

BATH | BATH

HOPHURST | MANCHESTER

MARCH HARE 3.8%

QUENCH 3.8%

A New Zealand pale ale bursting with
gooseberry and lime hop aroma which sets
off the sweet malt.

Citrus Pale Ale with flavours of
tropical fruit and citrus and dry
hopped with Citra hops.

£76.99 | NZ PALE

£74.99 | CITRA PALE
NEW TO DAYLA

JOULE’S | SHROPSHIRE

OAKHAM | PETERBOROUGH

PURE BLONDE 3.8%

HARLEQUIN 3.8%

Light, refreshing, subtle, a perfectly balanced
blonde beer, brewed in the Northern
European style.

Floral aromas and rich passionfruit, peach
and pineapple flavours with an enticing
smooth bitterness.

£85.99 | BLONDE ALE

£83.99 | PALE ALE

10 GALLON CASK

NEW TO DAYLA

REEDLEY HALLOWS | LANCS

REEDLEY HALLOWS | LANCS

BEER O’CLOCK 3.8%

OLD LAUND BITTER 3.8%

A golden refreshing citrus ale with
a pleasant bitter aftertaste.

A good session beer. Smooth and
creamy with a distinctive hoppy
aftertaste.

£69.99 | SESSION

£69.99 | SESSION

NEW TO DAYLA

NEW TO DAYLA

SALCOMBE | DEVON

THREE FIENDS | YORKSHIRE

DEVON AMBER 3.8%

BITTER NOT TWISTED 3.8%

An amber coloured classic best bitter from
Devon. This easy drinking malt driven bitter
has a dry, yet sweet aftertaste.

Single hopped with Bramling Cross,
a sessionable assertive English
Bitter.

£69.99 | AMBER BEST

£74.99 | BITTER
NEW TO DAYLA

DANCING DUCK | DERBYSHIRE

BISHOP NICK | BRAINTREE

AY UP 3.9%

AMULET 4.0%

An eminently drinkable pale session ale. Subtle
malt and floral notes are matched splendidly with
citrus hop, rounded off with a slightly dry finish.

A full bodied copper ale using biscuit
malts with notes of blackcurrant, lemon
and nectarine.

£77.99 | SESSION PALE
NEW TO DAYLA

£74.99 | COPPER ALE
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BLACK SHEEP | YORKSHIRE
BRAVE NEW WORLD 4.0%

FIREBIRD | WEST SUSSEX

Classic amber ale blended with an American
IPA. Notes of grapefruit and pine rise through
the malty bed leading to a dry and moreish bite.

Developed from and old recipe of Bill’s Great,
Great grandad. Full malt flavour, robust
bitterness, and a subtle dried fruits aftertaste.

£78.99 | AMBER ALE

HERITAGE 4.0%

£76.99 | SUSSEX BEST
NEW TO DAYLA

OTTER | DEVON

SKINNER’S | CORNWALL

NEW WAVE 4.0%

CHAPEL ROCK 4.0%

New Wave is a refreshing crisp session
beer with a spicy hop finish, using
all German ingredients.

Light, hoppy and bursting with fruit,
this pale ale hints of warmer
times ahead.

£83.99 | GOLD SESSION

£71.99 | SPRING PALE

FIREBIRD | WEST SUSSEX

JOULE’S | SHROPSHIRE

CITRA 4.1%

PALE ALE 4.1%

Full grapefruit citrus aroma and light
bitterness create this gluggable
modern classic.

Clean, crisp and perfectly balanced describes
this classic bitter, crafted using pure mineral
water and home grown ingredients.

£79.99 | MILD

£89.99 | PALE ALE
10 GALLON CASK

NEW TO DAYLA

NEW TO DAYLA

HOPHURST | MANCHESTER

HOPHURST | MANCHESTER

COSMATI 4.2%

SONNET 4.2%

A multi award winning hoppy american pale ale
hopped with Mosaic to give the unique flavours
of blueberry, citrus and tropical fruit.

A hoppy blonde ale with a burst of
tropical fruit from lots of Citra, Chinook
and Falconers Flight hops.

£79.99 | AMERICAN PALE
NEW TO DAYLA

£79.99 | HOPPY BLONDE
NEW TO DAYLA

QUARTZ | STAFFORDSHIRE

REEDLEY HALLOWS | LANCS

CRYSTAL ALE 4.2%

MONKHOLME PREMIUM 4.2%

A soft, full bodied amber bitter with
light hop notes and a fruity
malty finish.

A premium golden ale, smooth with
a great hoppy taste throughout.

£74.99 | PREM AMBER
NEW TO DAYLA

£74.99 | PREMIUM ALE
NEW TO DAYLA

SALCOMBE | DEVON

THREE FIENDS | YORKSHIRE

GOLD 4.2%

BAD UNCLE BARRY 4.2%

Brewed with Citra, Amarillo and Chinook.
The result is citrus driven aroma and flavour
with hints of melon, apricot and peach.

A revitalising West Coast pale, fully
loaded with hopbursting flavours..

£72.99 | HOPPY GOLDEN

£77.99 | PALE ALE
NEW TO DAYLA
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THREE FIENDS | YORKSHIRE

WADWORTH | WILTSHIRE

MISFIT 4.2%

JUG O MALT 4.2%

Light golden ale with a subtle fruitiness and
delicate hop aroma, slight sweetness that is
balanced out by our special blend of hops.

Mighty for a Mild. A rich blend with
coffee, toffee and caramel tones.

£77.99 | BLONDE ALE

£64.99 | MALTY MILD

BISHOP NICK | BRAINTREE

DANCING DUCK | DERBYSHIRE

1555 4.3%

22 4.3%

Rich tawny beer with an unmistakably sweet
nutty taste underlined by the ginger and fruit
of Styrian goldings.

A wonderfully balanced best bitter with good
malty flavour and dark fruit notes, these are
offset by a strong hop with a very clean finish.

£76.49 | AMBER ALE

£79.99 | PREMIUM BEST
NEW TO DAYLA

DANCING DUCK | DERBYSHIRE

OAKHAM | PETERBOROUGH

DCUK 4.3%

THE EXPERIMENTALS 4.4%

A great aroma and powerful upfront hoppy
bitterness give way to an explosion of citrus
and pine flavours. A full on hop attack!

Herbal aromas and notes of pineapple
and melon plus refreshing lemon and lime
citrus favours and grapefruit bitterness.

£79.99 | HOPPY PALE

£89.99 | PALE ALE

NEW TO DAYLA

QUARTZ | STAFFORDSHIRE
EXTRA BLONDE 4.4%
A light and hoppy blonde ale which is
remarkably clean, crisp and refreshing.

£77.99 | BLONDE ALE

SALCOMBE | DEVON
SEAHORSE 4.4%
This sweet and smooth ale has a gentle
spicy hop character with hints of burnt
toffee, caramel and a malty finish.

£74.99 | PREMIUM AMBER

NEW TO DAYLA

FIREBIRD | WEST SUSSEX

JOULE’S | SHROPSHIRE

PARODY 4.5%

SLUMBERING MONK 4.5%

Modern and traditional hops yielding
powerful bitterness, huge aroma and
long satisfying finish. A true Session I.P.A.

Full bodied and smooth with bold malt,
nut and fruit notes, enhanced by pleasing
resinous hop character.

£79.99 | SESSION IPA

£92.00 | PREMIUM ALE
10 GALLON CASK

NEW TO DAYLA

NEW TO DAYLA

BISHOP NICK | BRAINTREE

OAKHAM | PETERBOROUGH

DIVINE 5.1%

GREEN DEVIL IPA 6.0%

A festival of English flavours, nicely balanced with
a mellow hoppiness. Pours dark amber with a
deliciously dense creamy head.

Amazing hop harvest aromas, packs in big
tropical and citrus hop flavours before a
crisp, refreshing finish.

£79.99 | PREMIUM ALE

£110.00 | IPA

